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Our theme for this term is: 

English  

In English, we will be looking at range of 

traditional Greek myths and legends during 

the spring term. We will also be writing diary 

entries as well as formal and informal              

letters.  

In Reading, we will be looking at the book 

‘The London Eye Mystery’ by Siobhan 

Dowd and working on our reading skills—

retrieval, exploration, analysis 

and deduction.  

Mathematics 

In Maths, we will be  

focusing on formal methods of division, 

problem solving. We will also be focusing 

on fractions—including equivalence,          

comparing and ordering, adding and          

subtracting, linking all of this to                            

percentages and problem solving.  

Times tables will continue to be a focus and 

each week children with similar targets will 

spend a lesson practising and testing their 

times tables knowledge. 

Science 

In science this term, we will be looking at ‘Properties of  

Materials.’ Children will be comparing the properties of different materials, looking at insulators 

and conductors and how we can keep things cool and warm. We will be experimenting to see 

which materials dissolve, mix together and separate. We will also be testing to see which 

changes are irreversible or reversible.  

DT 

Our focus this term will  be designing and creating our own Greek Clothing. We will be 

researching famous designers, evaluating materials, looking at Greek clothing in              

particular and what the purpose of the clothing was for, as well as who wore it.  Finally 

we will be designing and creating our own Greek clothing, using our sewing skills. 
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RE 

In RE, the children will be focusing on 

Symbols of Light across Judaism, 

Christianity and Diwali. In Spring 2, we will be 

focusing on Holy Week and the lead up to 

Easter.  

Computing  

The children will be taking on the unit—’We are 

Cryptographers’ and learning about binary 

codes. They will create their 

own secret messages, crack 

codes and learn Morse code!  

PE 

Our PE topics this term will be  

Netball and Tri-Golf. Throughout this term, 

children will be developing their                       

co-ordination skills and team work. 

History 

Our History topic 

throughout the spring term will be the         

Ancient Greeks. We will be looking at 

Greek democracy, the Olympics, gods/

goddesses and Greek wars and battles. 

French 

The children will be learning 

about ‘Food in France’            

including how to order and say which food 

they like and don’t.  

PSHE 

This term we will continue to           

follow the Heart Smart scheme for PHSE. We 

will be focused on a topic called ‘Don’t rub it 

in, rub it out!’ This is all about resolving conflict 

and forgiveness.  

Information  

Spelling Homework and Spelling Tests 

are given out, due in and tested on a 

Thursday.  

Reading  will be checked in Communication 

books every Monday. Please aim to try and read 

everyday and get your diary signed every week. 

Maths Homework will be set every Friday and due 

in on a Tuesday. This gives us time to go through 

any misconceptions/corrections. 

Topic homework will be given out and due in  on a 

Wednesday. This will be stuck in the notes section 

of the Communication books.  

Key Dates 

5th January - Spring term begins  

15th February - 22nd February - Half term 

26th March - End of term (Finish at 

1.30pm) 
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